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Exchange program in economics – Universit´ e Rennes I
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Introduction



I



We will study extensive form games which model multi-agent sequential decision making.



I



It allows to describe the sequential structure of the game explicitly, allowing the study of situations in which each player is free to modify his plan of actions following the occurrence of some events.



I



Our focus will be on multi-stage games with observed actions where: I



I



All previous actions are observed, i.e., each player is perfectly informed of all previous events. Some players may move simultaneously at some stage k.



Introduction



I



The extensive form game is the most appropriate for dynamic games.



I



A game is dynamic if a player, at least, acquires information during the game. Otherwise, the game is said to be static.



I



An additional component should be considered during the decision-making: histories i.e., sequences of action profiles
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1. Extensive form games 1.1 Definition



I



One of the essential building blocks of an extensive form game is the game tree, Γ.



I



A game tree is a finite connected graph with no loops and a distinguished initial node.



I



A finite graph is a finite set of nodes, X = {x1; x2; · · · ; xg } and a set of branches connecting them.



I



A branch is a set of two different nodes, {xi ; xj } where xi 6= xj .
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1.1 Definition



Figure: Game tree
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1.2. Subgames Definition: A subgame G 0 of an extensive form game G consists of a single node and all its successors in G. The information sets and payoffs of the subgame are inherited from the original game. I



The definition requires that all successors of a node is in the subgame and that the subgame does not “chop up” any information set. I I



I



This ensures that a subgame can be analyzed in its own right. This implies that a subgame starts with a node x with a singleton information set, i.e., h (x ) = x.



In perfect information games, subgames coincide with nodes or stage k or histories hk of the game. In this case, we use the notation hk or G (hk ) to denote the subgame.



1.2. Subgames Figure: Subgames



In this game, there are two proper subgames and the game itself which is also a subgame, and thus a total of three subgames



1.3. Actions versus strategies



I



Action: An action a is a possible choice at node x



I



Strategy: A pure strategy is a complete contingent plan specifying how a player will act at every possible distinguishable circumstance. I



Players need to have a plan even for nodes that are never reached too.



I



Pure strategies for player i are defined as a contingency plan for every possible history hk .
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1.3. Actions versus strategies



Example Figure: Actions versus strategies
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1.3. Actions versus strategies I



Player 1: s1 : h0 = . S1 = {H; T } so Player 1 has 2 pure strategies: H (heads) and T (tails)



I



Player 2: s2 : h1 = {H; T } Player 2 can take 2 actions: H and T but he has 4 pure strategies because Player 2 conditions his behavior on what player 1 does I



I



I



I



Playing Heads if Player 1 has played Heads (HH) or playing Heads if Player 1 has played Tails (TH) Playing Heads if Player 1 has played Heads (HH) or playing Tails if Player 1 has played Tails (TT) Playing Tails if Player 1 has played Heads (HT) or playing Tails if Player 1 has played Tails (TT) Playing Tails if Player 1 has played Heads (HT) or playing Heads if Player 1 has played Tails (TH)
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2. Intuitive idea of subgame perfection



I



In Nash equilibrium, players take the strategies of their opponents as given



I



They do not consider the possibility of influence them.



I



In dynamic games with perfect information, this leads to questionable Nash equilibria that can be excluded by using a refinement of the Nash equilibrium for dynamic games: the subgame perfection.



2. Idea



I



The properties of the Nash equilibrium are necessary but not sufficient to explain why players will choose a certain outcome rather than another.



I



Need more restrictive criterion: The subgame perfection is one of them.



I



This refinement was introduced in 1965 by R. Selten. He imposes an additional notion of rationality that allows to solve the problem of multiple Nash equilibria.



I



Subgame perfection does not allow to guarantee that the remaining solution will be pareto optimal.
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Example Assume the following extensive form game : Figure: Extensive form game
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Example



Corresponding strategic form game: Table: Strategic form



G



Player 2 g d 2;0 2;-1



D



1;0



Player 1 3;1
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3. Subgame perfect equilibrium and Backward induction 3.1 Subgame perfect equilibrium I



Definition : A Nash equilibrium is perfect if it excludes non credible threats. In other words, strategies in a perfect Nash equilibrium form a Nash equilibrium in each subgame



I



A strategy profile s ∗ is a Subgame Perfect Nash equilibrium (SPE) in game G if for any subgame G 0 of G, s ∗ is a Nash equilibrium of G 0 .



I



Subgame perfection will remove non credible threats, since these will not be Nash equilibria in the appropriate subgames.



I



How to find SPE? One could find all of the Nash equilibria, then eliminate those that are not subgame perfect.



I



Or use Backward induction



3.2 Backward induction I



I



Idea of the backward reasoning: I



starting from the last subgames of a finite game,



I



then finding the best response strategy profiles or the Nash equilibria in the subgames,



I



then assigning these strategies profiles and the associated payoffs to be subgames,



I



and moving successively towards the beginning of the game.



This is the algorithm of Kuhn: backward induction.



Example 1 Assume the following extensive form game : Figure: Extensive form game
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Example 1



Figure: Extensive form game
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3.3 Existence of Subgame Perfect Equilibria



I



Theorem Zermolo and Von Neumann: Every finite perfect information extensive form game G has a pure strategy SPE. I



I



Proof: Start from the end by backward induction and at each step one strategy is best response.



Theorem: Every finite extensive form game G has a SPE.



4. Stackelberg game 4.1. Presentation



I



Both players have to make their decision sequentially.



I



they have to make a single decision in perfect information.



I



In the rules of the game are mentioned the order of moves.
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4.1. Presentation



I



It generates an asymetric information. I



I



In some cases, it will be better to act first : “Fight for the first time ”- the player who decides in first position earns more in other case it will be better to act second : “ Fight for the second time”- the player who decides in second position earns more.



I



The player who plays first is called the leader



I



The one who plays second is called the follower.



4.2. Resolution



I



This game is solved by backward induction:



I



The leader has to anticipate the reaction of player 2 and has to take into account this anticipation in his decision.



I



The follower, on the other hand, chooses his strategy once the leader has taken his action in a situation of perfect information.
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4.3 Example : Cournot duopoly game



I I



The inverse demand function is P = 130 − Q, the total amount of good on the market Q = x1 + x2, and the unit total cost 10. I I



Firm 1 chooses the amount of good to produce first, x1 Firm 2 observes the amount of good firm 1 produces and next chooses the amount of good she will produce x2



4.3 Example : Cournot duopoly game



I



We apply a backard induction reasoning:



I



Firm 1 will produce x1 = 60.



I



We can deduce the amount of good Firm 2 produces by using its best response function: b2 (x1) = 60 − x1 2 = 30.



I



The total amount of good on the market is x1 + x2 = 90



I



and the market price P = (130 − x1) − x2 = 40.
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